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The main relative pronouns are: who, whose, whom, which, and that. We use who, whose and
whom to make statements about people; which to refer to things; that to refer to either people or
things.

Examples:

This is the man who broke the window. (who refers back to man)

I have a friend whose mother drives a taxi. (whose refers back to friend)

Here is the car which she bought for her son. (which refers back to the car)

It is the kind of dress that I like. (that refers back to the dress)

She is a person that can be trusted. (that refers back to person)

Other forms of relative pronouns include whoever, whomever, whatever, and whichever. 

When to use "Who" and "Whom"
We use who to replace the subject pronouns I, she, he, we and they.
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Examples:

This is the man who broke the window. (He broke the window - who replaces he)

Where is the waiter who served us? (She served us - who replaces she)

We use whom to replace the object pronouns me, her, him, us and them. However, the use of
whom is becoming less common, especially in the United States, and who is usually used instead
of whom.

Examples:

The lady whom they caught was sent to prison. (They caught her – whom replaces her)

They have found the man whom they want to interview. (They want to interview him – whom
replaces him)

When to use "Whose"
We use whose to show possession or relationship.

Example:

I have a friend whose mother drives a taxi.

She knew the family whose house we bought.

Relative Pronouns with Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Clauses
A clause is a group of words that consists of a subject and a predicate. A restrictive clause is
used when the information in the clause is important to the meaning of the overall sentence. A
nonrestrictive clause is used to indicate that the information in the clause is extra information.

Examples:

The woman who is standing at the door is his sister.

Jane, who is standing at the door, is his sister.

In the first sentence, the clause who is standing at the door is important because it identifies the
woman.  

In the second sentence, the clause who is standing at door is extra information. In order to
indicate that it is nonrestrictive we use commas before and after the clause. 
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When to use "That" and "Which"
Clauses that begin with that are almost always restrictive clauses, and therefore do not need
commas. Clauses that begin with which are almost always nonrestrictive, and therefore do need
commas.

Examples:

The lamp that was in the room was broken. (The clause that was in the room identifies the lamp.)

My precious blue lamp, which was in the room, was broken. (The clause which was in the room
gives extra information.)

Relative Pronouns and Interrogative Pronouns

Relative Pronouns Song

Relative Pronouns,  
Pronoun Case (Subjective, Objective, Possessive),  
Using Relative Pronouns (Comparisons, Modifiers, We vs. Us, Who vs. Whom)

In this video we'll look at how to use the relative pronouns, that, which and who and practice
linking words when speaking English.

Try the free Mathway calculator and problem solver
(https://www.onlinemathlearning.com/mathway-widget.html) below to practice various math
topics. Try the given examples, or type in your own problem and check your answer with the
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